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1. INTR~DUCTJ~N 
The prime object of this paper is to present a proof of a theorem due to 
Anosov which asserts the structural stability of a certain diffeomorphisms of 
a compact manifold onto itself. The diffeomorphisms admitted are required 
to satisfy certain instability conditions and are sometimes called “C-systems” 
or U-systems. Before describing the general statement we illustrate his result 
with the example of a mapping of a two dimensional torus onto itself, for 
which the structural stability had been proven by V. I. Arnold and Y. Sinai [4] 
already in 1961. The example is the following: Let x = (x1 , x2) denote the 
coordinates on the plane. Identifying points of the plane for which the 
coordinates differ by an integer we obtain a torus T2 on which we define the 
mapping 
f : x’ = Ax, (1.1) 
where A is a unimodular matrix (det A = 1) with integer components. The 
instability condition in question is that the eigenvalues of A do not lie on the 
unit circle, hence they are two real numbers h, h-l where we may assume 
1 X / < 1. The assertion is that any mapping 
g : s’ = Ax + p(x) 
for which p is a sufficiently small vector function on the torus is equivalent to 
fin the following sense: There exists a homeomorphism 
u:y=.2:+2@) 
of the torus onto itself such that 
g=uofou-1, 
i.e., from the topological point of view g and f are not distinguishable. 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant 
NSF-GP-6724. 
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More generally a continuously differentiable mapping of a smooth and 
compact manifold M onto itself is called structurally stable, if any mapping g 
which in the C’-topology is sufficiently close to f  is equivalent to f.  That 
means that there exists a homeomorphism u of M such that g =m= u-1 of o u 
holds. 
One sometimes speaks of structural stability in the strict sense if u can be 
found in a preassigned neighborhood in the Co-topology of the identity 
mapping. We shall refer exclusively to this stronger concept. 
Anosov found the following sufficient condition for structural stability of + 
which generalizes the instability behavior of the torus mapping described 
above: he assumes that the tangent space X, of M at every point p can be 
split into a direct sum of two vector spaces X,+- + Xa- where it is assumed 
that this splitting depends continuously on the point p, so that their dimension 
is independent of the point. Furthermore, it is assumed that the differential 
mapping df of X, into X,cB) takes X,+ into X&,, as well as XD- into XG~,, . 
Finally, it is assumed that 
I dfnv 
1 df -% 
for 
for 
VEX,+ 
VEX,- 
(1.2) 
for n = 1, 2,..., with some constants h, c > 0,O < h < 1. Here / v  1 denotes 
the length of a tangent vector v. Although this condition seems to depend on 
the choice of a metric one sees immediately that the inequalities hold for any 
metric possibly with another constant c. 
A diffeomorphism together with the above splitting of the tangent bundle is 
called a C-system. For example, for the torus mapping described above the 
lines parallel to the eigenvectors of A give rise to the splitting of the tangent 
space. Anosov’s theorem can now be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Every C-system on a compact manifold is structurally stable 
(in the strict sense). Moreover, if u is the homeomorphism satisfying 
g = u-l o f o u then u depends continuously on f, g if the mapping u is considered 
in the Co-topology and f, g in the C-topology. 
We shall also prove 
THEOREM 2. The C-system on a compact manifold form an open set in the 
the space of diffeomorphisms. 
These theorems together with other results on C-systems were published 
by Anosov in 1962 (see [I], [2]) and are also discussed in the book by Arnold 
and Avez [5] and in [6]. The proof which appeared in [3] depends on the 
construction of some global invariant manifolds (stable and unstable 
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manifolds) for the mapping. It is the purpose of this note to replace this 
geometrical and in its detail complicated construction by an analytic device: 
We shall linearize the equations u of = g o u for the unknown homeomor- 
phism and show that the linearized equations are easily solvable. The 
contraction principle allows the full proof of the theorem. 
More precisely, the “linearization” of the equation 
uof =gou 
for u near the identity leads to an equation of the form 
v -F-b = w where F-l = (df)-lv( f  ), 
where v and w are continuous vector fields on M. To solve this equation for 
v if w is given requires then inverting the operator I - F-l. This is possible if 
the operator F has its spectrum bounded away from the unit circle 1 z 1 = 1, 
a fact which is just the consequence of assumption (1.2). 
The details of this argument are carried out in Section 2.l The above 
theorems are both contained in Anosov’s work and it is our point to present 
a different approach for the proof. In Section 4 we apply this method to the 
flow problem and in Section 5 we treat a perturbation problem for invariant 
manifolds of a diffeomorphism. We show with an example that under pertur- 
bation an analytic invariant manifold wrinkles into a surface which is merely 
H6lder continuous, even for an analytic diffeomorphism. On the other hand, 
the Hijlder continuity of the invariant manifolds as well as of the homeomor- 
phism in Theorem 1 can be establised in general. 
2. DIFFEOMORPHISMS ON A MANIFOLD 
a) PRELIMINARIES 
If we consider a general compact manifold it requires some explanation 
how to linearize the equations u of = g o u and how to topologize the 
diffeomorphisms. For this purpose we introduce a Riemannian metric 
ds2 on M and make use of the so-called exponential mapping to associate with 
every diffeomorphism h near the identity a vector field, which in turn defines 
h. 
We assume that M is a Cm-Riemannian manifold and associate with a 
fixed point p E M and a tangent vector 6 E X, at p the point p = exp, f E M 
1 An outline of this proof-using the concepts of manifolds of mappings-was 
given by John Mather in [12], pp. 792-795. 
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which lies on the geodesic through p in the direction 5 at a distance 1 15 I.% This 
defines exp, 6. It is well known, that for sufficiently small p this mapping 
transforms / [ ; < p one to one and differentiably into a neighborhood of 
p (for fixed p). I f  we consider a continuous vector field [ = z(p) on M then 
h = exp v(p) represents a continuous mapping of M into itself.3 Conversely, 
every mapping h sufficiently close to the identity can be represented by a 
vector field v  in the above form and h, v  have the same smoothness properties. 
To introduce a topology on the space of mappings we introduce a norm for 
vector fields ?B3’ which are Y times continuously differentiable. For this purpose 
we make use of coordinate patches: Let M = Uj Uj where Vi are open sets 
which can be mapped by a P-mapping qGj onto a ball Cz=r zV2 < 1 in 
Euclidean space. Using a partition of unity rlj (having support in Uj and 
satisfying C rlj = 1) we represent any vector field ZI in the form 
v  =pj, 
where vj = QV has support in CT, . We introduce a norm 
i V IT = 1 I vuj 1, 
by defining / vj IT in a neighborhood U, which can be referred to coordinates. 
Denoting by 4 the mapping of C z,2 < 1 into Lrj and by d$ the induced 
mapping of the tangent spaces we transform ‘u into the vector field 
44 = WY 444). 
We may define 1 vj /r simply as the maximum of the derivatives of order < Y 
of all components of w. It is true that this norm depends on the partition of 
unity and the coordinate transformations qJj but this need not concern us, 
since the norm will not enter the final results. 
* 1 f 1 is a length of [ in the metric given. 
3 For this concept see [8]. 
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For every 21 E 2Y we define a mapping 
h = exp ZI 
as it was defined above. If  d,,(h, id) d enotes the maximum of the geodesic 
distances between x E M and its image point h(x) then we have clearly 
d,(h, id) = 1 v lo = lng 1 v(x)]. (2.1) 
For any two homeomorphismsf, g of M which are sufficiently close to each 
other we can find a vector field w E B” such that 
and can use 
fog-l = exp w, 
dO(fYd = I w lo 
as a distance function. This representation is unique if / w lo is sufficiently 
small. Similarly, if f, g are diffeomorphisms which are sufficiently close we 
can find such w, u E %I such that 
fog-l=expw and g 0 f-l = exp W, 
and we define 
wig) = I w I1 + I w I1 e4 (2.2) 
This dr(f, g) is symmetric and positive but is not a distance function since it 
does not satisfy the triangle inequality. However, it suffices to define a 
topology by dr(f, g) < r in the space of diffeomorphisms which we denote by 
jjl, while 3” denotes the space of homeomorphisms. 
With any diffeomorphism f we associate as usual the induced linear 
mapping df which takes the tangent space X, atp into XflP) , and the mapping 
Fv = @(f-l), (2.3) 
which takes X, into itself. We define the norm 11 F/i as the supremum of 
(Fv lo over all vector fields with ) v  j. :< 1. 
We shall need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Let v E B”, w E W and / v /“, ) w I1 sujiciently small. Then there 
exist an sl[w, v] E ?Bo such that 
exp w 0 exp v  = exp(w + v  + si(w, ‘u)), 
4 The norms I w II and I G il are equivalent for sufficiently small values as one 
easily verifies. 
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and 
I 4w, 4 - Sl(W, v’)lo d c I w I1 I v - v’ IO, 
SJW, 0) = Sl(O, v) = 0. 
where c is a constant which depends on the manifold and the metric only. 
LEMMA 2. If  f  is a dazeomorphism, v, v”I = ‘So and if j v  IO, / v’ lo < E is 
suficiently small then there exists an sz(v) satisfying 
f-l o exp v  of = exp{(df)-l v(f) + sz(v)} 
where 
i %(v) - 4v’>lo < 4~) I v - v’ lo, 
s,(O) = 0. 
Here O(E) denotes a function which tends to zero as E - 0 and depends on f  and the 
Riemannian manifold but not on v. In fact, O(C) is essentially the modulus of 
continuity of df. 
Th e proof of these two lemmas is based on the existence and uniqueness of 
geodesics with given initial data and on the implicit function theorem and will 
be deferred to the appendix. 
b) SOLUTION OF gou = uo f  
We come to the proof of Theorem 1. We assume that f  is a given 
diffeomorphism possessing a C-structure. Let g be a second diffeomorphism 
near f. By our previous remarks we may represent g in the form 
g =f exp w, 
where 1 w II is small. Our aim is to find a homeomorphism 
satisfying 
or, equivalent 
u = exp v 
gou=uof 
f-logou =f-louof. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
LEMMA 3. Given any suficiently small E > 0, there exists a 6 = a(~, f) 
such that for dl(f, g) < 6 the above equation (2.4) has a unique continuous 
solution u in 
d,(u, id) < E. 
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To prove this assertion we express (2.4) in terms of the vector fields v, W: 
expwoexpv =f-ro(expv)of. 
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, equation (2.5) is equivalent to 
w + v + Sl(W, v) = (q-l v(f) + s&J) 
or, using the definition (2.3) of F we write this equation in the form: 
v - F-lv = -w + s,(v) - sl(w, v). (2.6) 
The solvability of this equation depends on the invertibility of the linear 
operator I -F-l which is an immediate consequence of the existence of a 
C-structure: Let P+ , P- denote the projection of a vector field into its 
components in B+ and !B- respectively. Then P+ , P- both commute with F 
and we can decompose F into 
F =F+ +F- and F-l = F;” f Fzl, 
where F+” = P+FkP+ and FHk = P-F’“P_. It is immediately verified that the 
desired inverse is given by the “Neumann-series” 
L =(I-F-1)-1= - fF+“+ i F-k. 
k=l k=-a, 
This series converges since our assumption (1.2) is tantamount to 
lIF+k II < CA” for k > 0, 
I/ Fmk I/ < d-k for k GO, 
(2.7) 
and 
Thus equation (2.6) is equivalent to 
v = L{-w + sz(v) - Sl(W, v)} = Y(W, v), 
which can easily be solved by the contraction principle. 
In fact, if E, 6 are chosen appropriately the mapping v -+ r(w, v) is a 
contraction which maps B, : I v I,, < E into itself. Indeed, we have 
I r(w, v) - r(w, v’)lo < 11-L II o(c) I v - v’/,5 
I +A wo < IIL II * 6, 
6 Here o(c) may be different from the previous one. 
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and we shall choose first E and then 6 so small that 
(2.8) 
which shows that B, is mapped into itself. Since this mapping is a contraction 
as well we have a unique fixed point 2, = r(w, V) in / o IO < E which represents 
the desired solution of (2.6). Th us u = exp 2) is the corresponding solution 
of (2.4). Finally, choosing 6 == 2d,(f; g) and E so that ‘L 11 S = c/2 in (2.8) 
we have 
do(u, id) = ~ v  lo < E = 2 11 L 1~ . S < c,d,(f, g) 
for sufficiently small ~Jr(,f, g), which proves Lemma 3. 
c) PROOF OF THEoREhl 1 
For the proof of Theorem 1 it remains to be shown that the continuous 
mapping u is a homeomorphism. For this purpose we shall prove that the 
equation 
f<jti=ugg (2.9) 
which is obtained from (2.4) by exchanging the role off and g has a unique 
continuous solution u near the identity. Having found such a solution it is 
easily identified as an inverse of u: Namely J o u commutes with f  and is 
close to the identity. By the uniqueness of the solution of (2.4) for g = f  we 
conclude that Al c u = identity. Similarly, the uniqueness of the solution of 
(2.9) gives us u :‘ ~ u = identity and the continuous mapping E is identified as 
the inverse of u. Hence u is a homeomorphism. 
We solve the equation (2.9) by the same method as (2.4) but we have to 
observe that onlyf was assumed to be a C-system and not g. We could make 
use of Theorem 2 which asserts that for sufficiently small d,(g,f) also g is 
a C-system, and therefore our previous argument assures the existence of a 
neighborhood !JI, in 5’ of g such that 
hoii-iiag (2.10) 
has a unique solution u for h E 23,. W e can arrive at this conclusion without 
Theorem 2 as follows: Following the lines of the previous argument we have 
to invert the operator I - G-l where 
Gv = dgv o g-l, 
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i.e., we have to solve the equation 
(G-Z)w = V- 
Decomposing u = U+ + n_ and 77 according to the splitting off we write 
this equation in the form 
(G,, - Z) w+ = F., - G+-v- 
(G-e - I) v- = VP - G-+v+ 
in an obvious notation. Here /) G+- I(, ~( G-+ iI are not zero but can be made 
arbitrarily small by choice of d,(g,f). G,, , (G--)-l are contractions and 
we can invert the operator 
v-(G++ -Z)w, +(Gv -Z)w_ 
boundedly as before. Denoting its inverse by t the above equation takes the 
form 
w = z( V - G+w- - G-+v+) 
which can be solved by the contraction principle again. 
In any event, we established the existence of a unique solution is of (2.10) 
for h in a neighborhood ‘iI& provided d,(J; g) < r, say. It remains to be shown 
that this neighborhood 
% : 4(h, g) < St% g) 
covers f. Here ‘3& was determined in such a way that the solution I of (2.10) 
lies in d,(U; id) < E. 
To show thatfis covered by ‘9& (provided dr(f; g) is small enough) we define 
where the infinimum is taken over all g in d,(g,f) < p. For the following it is 
crucial that SJE) is positive for sufficiently small p. This can be seen from 
(2.8) which determined 6. One convinces oneself that I/L 11 and the function 
O(C) depend continuously on the diffeomorphism f so that S&E) > 0 for 
sufficiently small p. Since So(~) is monotone decreasing in p one can find a p 
such that 
Then for g in d,(g,f) < p we claim that 5J& coversf. Indeed, 
4tf, g) < P < %(E) 
which proves the solvability of (2.9) and thus Theorem 1. 
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d) DEPENDENCE ON f,g 
We consider the dependence of u E ijo, the solution of (2.4), onf, g E 51. 
It suffices to concentrate on the dependence onf and we assume that 
4.Lfo) < y  
is sufficiently small, and denote by U, u. the solutions of (2.4) and of 
g o u. = u. of0 , respectively. Then U = u-l o u. satisfies 
fo u = o-of0 
and therefore by the estimate above (2.9) 
do@, uo> = do(U, 4 d cqf,fo). 
Hence u E go depends continuously on f, g E 5'. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
a) Before proving Theorem 2 we remark that the definition of a C-system 
can be given a different form. Instead of requiring (1.2) we may assume that 
for VEX!- D , 
for v  E x0-, 
(3.1) 
where X is a constant in 0 < X < 1. This condition certainly implies (1.2). 
But conversely, it is possible to show that for any C-system one can construct 
a metric for which (3.1) holds.” Indeed, such a metric 1 I.+ is given by 
where 
K-l 
I V+ I”, = C /A-‘” / df r”v 12, 
7r=o 
K-l 
/ vu_ I”, = 1 p-2” 1 df-“v 12, 
k=O 
Here f~ is a number in h < p < 1 and K is chosen so large that CF < pK. 
6 This remark is made in [12] and attributed to J. Mather. 
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Then one finds 
K-l 
= /2 / vu+ 1: + p-2K 1 df”v+ j2 - I v+ I3 
by our choice of K. Similarly one verifies the second relation of (3.1) for the 
new norm and with h replaced by p, With respect to this metric df is actually 
a contraction on X,+. 
b) The condition on a C-structure can still further be relaxed. It suffices to 
have a splitting X, = X,+ @ X,- which is only approximately invariant 
under df. To formulate our conditions more precisely, we decompose the 
operator Fv = dfv(f-‘) into 
(3.2) 
according to its components in XP+, X,-. For a C-structure we required 
F+- = 0, F+ = 0. 
and (2.7) for F+ = F++ and F- = F-- . However, we will show 
LEMMA 4. Let f be a diSfeomorphism of M and X, = XD+ + X,- a 
continuous splitting of the tangent space. We assume that the operator F in (3.2) 
satisjes (2.7) with F+ , F- replaced by F,, , F-- . Then one can jnd a 7 
depending on c, h and /IF j/ such that for 
f is a C-system. 
IIF+-II <71 (3.3) 
Remarks. 1) Even for F+- = 0 this statement is meaningful. It states, 
that if X,- is invariant under F, one can construct the complement X,+ to X,- 
such that X,+ is invariant under F also. 
2) Theorem 2 is an obvious corollary to Lemma 4. Indeed iff is a C-system 
and g is close to f in the C’-topology then the splitting belonging to f can 
serve as an approximate C-structure in Lemma 4. The latter provides an 
exact C-structure for g. 
Proof. We denote the desired splitting of X, for f by 
x, = x,+ + x9-. 
We begin with the construction of X *+ which we represent in the form 
v- = A(p) v, (3.4) 
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where A(p) is a linear mapping of X,+ into XD-. For such mappings A(p) 
we define the norm / A(p)1 induced by the metric and 11 A 11 = suppcM 1 A(p 
The condition of invariance of XD-‘- under F takes the form 
F-, + F--A = A,(F++ + F+-A) 7 
where A, = A(f(p)). Hence, 
A - (F-J-’ AIF++ = FI:{-F-+ + AIF+-A}. 
Clearly, the operator A ---f (FJ1 A,F++ is contracting on account of (3.1), 
at least if we use the metric constructed above. Also, since jl F+- [I can be made 
small the contraction principle yields a continuous solution A(p) of the above 
equation. One verifies easily that the necessary smallness condition on /I F+- jl 
depends on c, X and 11 F 1~ only. 
Similarly we construct the complementing part X,- of the splitting. 
Representing it in the form 
V - B(P) v- , +- 
we derive with B, = B(f(p)) the functional equation 
(3.5) 
B, - F,+BF:.: == {F+- - B,F-+B}F-’ . 
Again we have a contraction in B, + F++BF-’ . Moreover, since 11 F+ 11 
is small we can find a unique solution near B = 0. In particular, we shall 
require the solution to lie in 
llBIIll~ll -=c 1. (3.6) 
Making 11 F++ /I sufficiently small, such a solution is provided by the contraction 
principle. 
Finally, we observe that X,-l- n X,- = (0). Namely, if ZJ E XD+ n j7,- 
then by (3.4) (3.5) 
v_ = Av, = ABC 
and by (3.6) we find 
I V- j < Ij A 11 jl B // V- < / V- I, 
unless v- = 0. Hence also ZI+ = Bv- = 0 and Lemma 4 is proven. 
7 Our notation may be somewhat misleading, since it seems that this is a pointwise 
relation, while in reality (F+-A)(p) depends on A at the point f-‘(p). 
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4. FLOWS 
There is an analogous situation for a one-parameter familyft of diffeomor- 
phisms of M onto itself. Such a family is called a flow if it satisfies the relation 
ft+" =ft OfS, fo = id, (4-l) 
and is continuously differentiable on M x R. Such flows are generated by 
vector fields 4 
dft -& =$I of". 
Before defining the concept of structural stability for flows it is good to 
observe that the vector field 
is left invariant by Ft *). Indeed, differentiating (4.1) with respect to s at 
s = 0 yields 
or 
4 of" = (dft)4, 
+ = FGj. 
For a C-flow we require with Anosov that the tangent spaces X, admit a 
decomposition into 3 subspaces 
x, = x,0 + x,+ + x,- 
which vary continuously withp on M. If 
is the corresponding decomposition of 2J” we require that Ft is reduced by this 
decomposition and denote by F, , t F+t, Fpt the restrictions of Ft to these 
subspaces. We assume finally that dim X,O = 1 and 
Fotvo = v. for no E 2Jo , all t. 
llF+t II < bit for t 2 0, 
II F-t /I < CA-~ for t < 0. 
Under these circumstances we call a flow a C-flow. 
* Ftw is defined by df~(f-~). 
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THEOREM 3. A C-frow f t is structurally stable in the following sense: 
For every E > 0 there exists a 6 = S(E, f  l) such that for any $0~ gt satisfying 
4k",f') < 8 for O<t<l, 
there exists a homeomorphism IA of M and a continuous scalar TV = p(p) such that 
g't 'i u = u oft, (4.2) 
and that 
&l(% id) + I CL(P) - 1 I -=c e. 
In this neighborhood u, TV are unique and depend continuously on f, g E 3'. 
Moreover, p is constant along orbits: p(ft(T)) = p(p). 
This statement can be proven by the same method and we outline the 
essential steps. We set t = 1 in the above equation and set u = exp v. Then 
isolating the linear terms in v  and /L - 1 we find an equation (analogous to 
(2.6)) of the form 
v  -F-k + (CL - 1) 4 = r(w, u, p), 
where the right hand side satisfies 
r(w, 0, 1) = -w, 
and 
I r(w, vu, CL) - r(w, v’, 14 < 4 v  - v’ lo + I P - CL‘ I) 
where a can be made arbitrarily small with dr( f 1, gl). We are able to solve these 
equations in a unique manner provided that the linear operator 
(v, /A) --f v  -F-k + (/L - 1) C# = z 
has a unique and bounded inverse for x E 23O. Decomposing v  and z into their 
components in B. , B, , !B- we obtain 
(CL-l)4 ==~O? 
v++F;lv=z +’ 
V -Fzlv =z-, - 
which can be solved as before. Note that 4 E ‘12O, 4 f  0 since dim X0 = 1 and 
,u - 1 serves to satisfy the first equation. Hence for z E ‘So there exists a unique 
pair of v, p satisfying the above equations and 
l”/o+IP--I~+lo* 
This way we find a solution of (4.2) for t = 1. Using the property (4.1) the 
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validity of (4.2) follows for all integers and using the uniqueness of zl and p 
also for rational t. However, the solution u, p depends continuously on f, 
g E 3’ and we conclude the validity of (4.2) for all real t. 
Finally, to prove the last statement we replace in (4.2)~ by 4 == f "(p) to get 
gr@J)t 0 2.4 Of”@) = 24. of”+“(p) 
= grmt+s) 0 u. 
Applying (4.2) 1 a so on the left side to u of s we find 
g p(Q)t 0 grc?ds 0 u E gpmfs’ 0 *. 
Hence 
PU-YPN = Ad = P(P), 
which proves the statement. 
5. STABLE INVARIANT MANIFOLDS WITH C-STRUCTURE 
a) The above methods can also be used for the following perturbation 
problem for invariant manifolds. We consider a differentiable mapping h 
defined in the Euclidean space near a compact manifold M which is invariant 
under the mapping h, i.e., h(p) EM if p EM. The problem is to find an 
invariant manifold I@ for a mapping 6 which differs little from h in the 
C’-topology. For the persistance of the existence of such an invariant manifold 
one has to impose additional conditions on the mapping h. We will require 
that M is asymptotically stable under h, so that the iterates h”(p) of points 
sufficiently near M approach M at an exponential rate (in k). 
In fact, it is known [9] that if the rate of approach towards M is fast enough 
(compared to that of points within M) then such an invariant surface @ for 
a nearby mapping R can be found. s Moreover, Il? is differentiable and its 
points can be referred to M by orthogonal projection. 
Here we will not make any quantitative restriction on the rate of approach 
towards M but instead require that the mapping f  = hl,-which is the 
restriction of h to M-is a C-system. Under these hypotheses we will show 
that a nearby mapping R possesses an invariant manifold ii? which is homeo- 
morphic and close to M in the embedding Euclidean space. In general, one can 
not expect differentiability of ii?, even if h, h” are Cm or analytic. Therefore, it 
will be impossible to refer the points of @ to those on M by orthogonal projec- 
tions. Instead we can fix a homeomorphism w from M to A? by requiring that 
8 For the case of flows this question was investigated by R. Sacker in [IO]. 
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In the special case when M = %’ the above relation describes precisely the 
homeomorphism taking A,; which is unique as we saw. It will turn out that 
this is the case even for 1%’ f  M and our result can be considered a generaliza- 
tion of Anosov’s theorem on structural stability. 
b) We formulate the assumptions and the result more precisely. ITor 
simplicity we assume that M is embedded in a Euclidean space RTL “l whose 
variables we denote by zr ,..., z,~ ,,i Here n is the dimension of the compact 
manifold M which is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable. Near M 
a differentiable mapping h is defined which preserves M and is assumed to be 
one to one. 
To describe the linearized mapping h, of h we cover M by a finite number of 
balls which can be referred to special coordinates xi ,..., x, , yi ,..., ylri with 
the following properties: 
1) M n B is given by y  =y 0 
2) x = const describes the normal space to M 
3) On x = const the variables y  are affinely related to a1 ,..., a,,, . 
To find such coordinates one may introduce ur ,..., u, , z~r ,..., ZI, by an affine 
transformation in such a way that w = 0 defines the tangent space X, of M 
at the center 4 of B and similarly that u = 0 defines the normal space I’, of M. 
Then M n B can be represented in the form ZI == C(U) where 4 is twice 
continuously differentiable and satisfies d(O) = 0, &(O) = 0. Introducing 
z = (x1 ,..., .v?(:,,), y  = (yr ,..., y,?!) implicitly by 
u = x - &‘(x) y, 
v  = y + d(x), 
one verifies easily that the variables possess the desired properties. 
Of course, the properties do not define the coordinates uniquely, but any 
two such coordinate systems (x, y) and (x, 7) are related to each other by 
x = a(x), 
9 = &)Y, 
where A(x) is a nondegenerate n by n matrix and U(X) a continuous vector 
function. In particular, such a relation holds between the coordinates in 
overlapping balls. 
I f  now p lies in one of the balls B and the image h(p) of the given 
diffeomorphism in B then we can represent this mapping as 
(5.1) 
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where g(x, 0) = 0 since M is invariant. We introduce now the linearized 
mapping h, in B by 
Thus, if p denotes the point on M with coordinates x and y  then h, maps 
the space of vectors 2, attached at p into 2~)~ . Here Z, is identical with 
Rntm but we use the notation Z, for clarity. 
Similarly, we define the linearized mapping h,” of hk and denote the 
coordinates of the image point by p, +jk. We call M “asymptotically stable” 
under h if 
lfj”l dch”ld, O<A<l for 1520 (5.2) 
where the absolute value is induced from R n+m. This definition generalizes 
that of an asymptotically stable stationary point for systems of differential 
equations. It is clearly invariantly defined and independent of the choice of 
the metric. 
Actually, one can introduce a new metric / I* for which c := 1, i.e., the 
quantity 
Ia* GtLIrl I* with h < p < 1 (5.3) 
decreases under h, . 
This can be proven with the device of Section 3. This new norm is decreased 
under the linearized mapping, but one must remember that the inequality 
(5.3) does depend on the choice of the metric. 
c) We formulate our result as 
THEOREM 4. Let M be a compact twice continuously dafeerentiable manifold 
in Rntm, and h be a dtfleomorphism dejned near M. We assume that M is 
invariant and asymptotically stable under h. Moreover, the restriction hi,,, of h 
to M is a C-system. 
Then any diffeomorphism t$ which is su@ciently close to h in the C-topology 
possesses a continuous invariant manifold M. Moreover, there exists a homeo- 
morphism w of M onto iI? such that 
Before proving this statement we remark that this theorem generalizes 
Anosov’s result on structural stability. Indeed, any compact C”-manifold M 
can-by Withney’s theorem-be embedded in Euclidean space. The given 
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diffeomorphismf defined on M can easily be extended to a diffeomorphism 12 
defined near M, for example, by setting 
in coordinates used before. This mapping is globally defined and satisfies all 
our assumptions. If  the perturbed mappingfof M is extended in the same way 
x = f(x), 
7 = +r, 
then the above theorem is applicable and yields precisely the structural 
stability off. 
d) To prove theorem 4 we first construct a neighborhood Ns of M which 
by h is mapped into itself. For a point q near M with the coordinates X, y  we 
use d,(q, M) = 1 y  I* as a distance function, where I / * is the norm introduced 
above. Thus 
l&(~~o)rlI*~PlIl*~ 
We show now that for sufficiently small 8 the neighborhood 
N, : d,k, M) < 6 
is mapped into itself by h. Indeed, for E > 0 there exists a 6 such that 
IB(X,Y)-gg,(x,O)YI*~E/YI* for Iy j* < 6. 
Hence 
for E < I - CL, which proves h(N,) C Ns . 
The proof of Theorem 4 proceeds as in Section 2 by using the contraction 
principle. We seek a continuous vector function w on M such that 
how=wof, (5.4) 
where f = hlM . Defining 
6=&---h and @P> = w(p) -p, 
and introducing r(d) by 
h 0 W(P) = h(P) + dhG(P) + m, 
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the above equation takes the form 
dh(zq-zzoof= -Low-Y(z;). (5.5) 
Denoting the right hand side by s(G) we have 
I WI = I A Ill ; j s(w’) - s(w”)I < E / w’ - we / 
for a preassigned E > 0, if only j w’ 1 + 1 w” 1 < 8(c). For the solution of the 
above equation it suffices therefore to invert the linear operator 
LZir=dh(zi)-&of 
and apply the contraction principle. We denote the space of continuous vector 
fields defined on M by ‘22 and 1 w I0 = SUP,,~ 1 w(p)1 is a norm in ‘23. The 
solvability of (5.4) p E M follows then from the following 
LEMMA 5. The operator L maps 2B one-to-one itself, so that L and L-l are 
bounded. 
Proof. For a given vector field WE 2B we wish to solve the equation 
dhw-woof= W 
or, since f maps M onto itself, we may equivalently consider 
dhwof-l--w = W. (5.6) 
For p E M we have a decomposition of the n + m dimensional space 2, into 
the tangent space X, and the orthogonal space Y, . Thus 
2, = x, @ Y, . 
We decompose the linear operator w -j dh(w of -‘) into its components 
dh(w of-‘) = (; “H) 
i.e., F maps X into X, E maps Y into X etc. Since the tangent space is 
preserved we have G = 0 and the matrix has triangular form. To solve (5.6) 
we decompose w = u + v with u E X, v E Y and similarly, W = U + V 
to find for s the equation 
Hv-v=V 
which can be solved uniquely since H is a contraction. This is precisely the 
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assumption that M is asymptotically stable. Using the operator norm induced 
by / v  IO =: sup& / v(p)l, we have from (5.3) 
Having found v  we solve the equation for zl: 
Fu--u+Ev- U, 
by considering v  as known. The invertibility of F - I we proved already 
previously. Hence we have a unique solution w of equation (5.6). The 
boundedness of L, L-l is evident and the Lemma is proven. 
The equation (5.5) is solved by observing that 
maps / zi / < S into itself if 11 L-l 11 (I A /,, + ES) < S and the mapping is 
contracting if IIL-l 11 E < 1. Both these requirements can be met by choosing 
first E so that 2 II L-l /I E < 1 and then 
/ h I” < 4 Ij L-1 II-1 6. 
Hence 1 ti j,, < S contains a fixed point in ‘%B which solves (5.5). 
e) Having shown the existence and uniqueness of w it remains to prove that 
it is a homeomorphism. For this purpose we observe that h” leaves A? = w(M) 
invariant, as one sees immediately from (5.4). We will determine a continuous 
mapping 6 from &’ into Rn+ln which satisfies 
h i’ 2 = 6 o h,, (5.7) 
and identify 6 with the inverse of w. This equation is analogue to (5.4) and 
we may reduce the solution of this equation to inverting the operator 
t;w = dhw - w 0 h”,,+ 
in the space ‘!& of continuous vector fields on A?. We have to show that for 
sufficiently small 6 and ii? E N, this operator E can be inverted which leads 
to a continuous solution G of (5.7). From this we deduce that 6 c w = W 
satisfies 
hci W=ho~cw=~o~,tiow = WohjM 
which has the unique solution W = id. This proves that w is a homeomor- 
phism and 2?, = w-l. 
It remains to show that E has a bounded inverse in the space ‘& of 
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continuous vector fields in fi. For this purpose we define a splitting of the 
vector spaces 2, for 4 E A?. We recall that h? was found in a preassigned 
neighborhood Ns of M, which we choose so small that it is covered simply 
by the normal spaces Y&J EM). Therefore for every 4 E j@ we can find a 
unique p E M such that q E Y, . The desired splitting of Z, into 
is obtained by parallel translation from XD-, &f, Y, from p to q. This 
defines clearly a continuous splitting and decomposing the operator 
5 --f &ZU( fl) into the corresponding components 
we see that 
IIF+- IL IIF-, II> II G- II> II G, II = o(S), 
and (F--)-l, F++ , Hare contractions. Thus (5.8) lies near a triangular matrix 
and the solution of the equation 
proceeds as in Lemma 5. We omit the details to avoid repetition. This proves 
Theorem 4. 
f) One may expect that under the assumptions of Theorem 4 the system 
h and h” are conjugate in some neighborhood Ns of M, i.e., that there exists 
a homeomorphism w of Ns into Rn+m such that 
h” 0 w(p) = w 0 h(p) for pEh’g. 
It is easily proven that a continuous mapping w of this sort exists, however, 
we were not able to construct a homeomorphism, in general. We describe just 
informally some partial results and an additional condition which allows us 
to assert structural stability of h in a neighborhood of M (an example will be 
given in the following Section). 
First we consider the question of finding a splitting of Z, which is invariant 
under h. Denoting such a splitting by 2, = Z,+ + Z,- we claim: In 
some neighborhood N8 of M there exists a continuous invariant splitting 
Z, = Z,+ f  Z,- for q E N6 . Here thefamily of spaces Z,+ on which dh contracts 
is uniquely determined while one has some freedom in the choice of Z,-. In 
particular, we have X,- = Z,- n X, for p E M. 
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We prove this statement just like Lemma 4. Using the splitting 
z, = x,- + x,+ + Y, 
which we constructed by parallel translations-and which is, of course, not 
invariant in general we see that the operator w --f &zu(~-~) decomposes into 
a matrix (5.8) which is nearly triangular. Therefore the argument of Lemma 4 
allows us to construct and invariant splitting. However, since N6 has a 
boundary one has to make sure that this construction does not lead outside 
N, and it is easily verified that this is the case for the family of contracting 
spaces Z,‘~. 
The determination of Z,-, however, depends on dh at the points 4-k = h-“(q) 
which run out of N, for large K. Modifying dh outside N,,, such that the 
modified mapping possesses X,- and X,+ + Y, as invariant splitting one 
extend this splitting inwards into Iv,,, . 
One also finds that way that Z,+ propagates “outwards” and Z,- “inwards” 
in the following sense. If  h is changed slightly outside N6, for 8’ < 6 then Z,+ 
will not change in N,+ , but only outside N6, . Similarly, if h is modified 
slightly in N8n - N8, with 0 < S’ < 6” < 6 then-a particular choice of Z,- 
will change only inside N6* . 
Since the family Z,+ is uniquely determined it is the more important of the 
two families. Indeed, there exists a family of differentiable manifolds W+ g 
covering a neighborhood simply, such that the tangent planes of W+ at a 
point q E N6 agrees with Z,+ and such that h takes one manifold W+ into 
another, so that the family of manifolds is invariant. A particular member of 
this family consists of those points q, q’ for which d(h”(q), h”(q’)) --f 0 as K + co. 
On the other hand, we were not able to find an analogue of invariant 
manifolds W- tangent to Z,-. We remark that if such a family of manifolds 
W- were available then it is possible to establish structural stability of the 
mapping h in some neighborhood N,- of M. An example of this type will be 
given in the following section. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
a) We discuss a simple example of a mapping which possesses an invariant 
torus as an invariant manifold. This mapping was used by Smale to show that 
structurally stable systems are not dense [II]. 
Let x = (x1 , x2) denote the coordinates in a plane in which points are 
identified whose coordinates differ by integers. This identification gives rise 
8 W+ are “leaves” of the “foliations” .?I,+ in the current terminology. 
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to a torus T2. We consider the space T2 x R1, with coordinates X, , x2 , y, in 
which we consider the mapping 
x-+Ax 
Y - PY O<p<l 
(6.1) 
where A is a unimodular matrix with eigenvalues outside the unit circle. Thus, 
on the torus M = T2 given by y = 0, we have the C-system discussed in the 
introduction. This torus T2 is asymptotically stable and therefore Theorem 4 
is applicable: Any mapping 
x---f A.x + q(x, y, c) 
Y - PY + 4x, Yt 6) 
wherep, 4 are C’ functions of period 1 in xi , x2 possesses an invariant torus 
MG if 1 E / is sufficiently small. 
b) We mentioned above that this manifold is differentiable if the rate of 
approach is sufficiently rapid. Indeed one can show that if 0 < p < / h /, 
when h is the eigenvalue of A which lies in / X 1 < 1, then A& is continuously 
differentiable. More generally, if 0 < p < 1 A lr for an integer Y one finds that 
MF is r-times differentiable for / E j < Ed. We will show now by way of a 
simple-even analytic-example that for 1 > p > / /\ 1 the torus M, is not 
differentiable but merely Holder continuous with Holder exponent 
For our example we choose Q = cos x1 so that the mapping has the form 
x+Ax 
y -+ py + E cos x1 . (6.2) 
This mapping possesses as invariant manifold the torus 
y = m(x) 
where v is a function on the torus satisfying 
v(Ax) - /m(x) = q(x) = cos 27rx, . 
The solution of this equation can be represented in the form 
v(x) = f &(A-“%). 
k=O 
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We restrict x to the straight line .X -=~ te where e = (pr , e,) is an eigenvector 
Ae =: Xe. One sees that under our assumptions e, + 0 and we may normalize 
e by 2ne, = A. Then we find 
o(te) ::= i pJ’ cos(h-“‘t). 
I, -0 
For 1 > p > / h I this function is a nowhere differentiable continuous function 
which was constructed already by Weierstrass as a pathological counter- 
example. Hardy [7] proved later that this function possesses the precise 
Holder exponent 
1% P 
a=log/xI (6.3) 
for every value of t. Thus v(x) is at most Hiilder continuous with the above 
exponent. On the other hand W(X), considered as function of the two variables 
x1, xa is Hiilder continuous with the same exponent 01. To see this one 
breaks up the sum 
i z(x) - z)(x’)I < f  pJc 1 q(AP--lx) - q(A-“-lx’)1 
,&O 
into two parts: In the first, in which k is restricted to 0 < k < N one 
estimates 
/ &k-lx) - q(P-lx’) < CA-” / x -- X’ 1 
where c depends on A and on the derivative of q but not onx, x’, h. Estimating 
the terms in the second sum (R > N) in a trivial manner we find 
I v(x) - u(x’)i -C-: c’pN{j h I-N I x - X’ j + 1) 
with another constant c’ independent of x, x’, N. Choosing N so that 
‘Xl <IXI-NIX-X’I ,I 
we find 
/ v(x) - z)(x’)i <. 2C’/P < cn / x -- x’ p 
with 01 defined by (6.3). 
Thus we see: The unique invariant manifold of (6.2) is Holder continuous, 
whose Holder exponent is precisely 01 on a dense set (X = te) on the torus. 
This Holder exponent may be as small as we please: If  we choose 
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then h = z - (9 - 1)1/2 < l/n tends to zero with n+ a3. Hence also a will 
tend to zero for n -+ co if p is fixed. 
c) We remark that the above technique of estimation generalizes to arbitrary 
C-systems and one can prove that the homeomorphism of Theorem 1 is 
actually Holder continuous. For this purpose one shows that the operator 
(I - Pl)maps the space ‘P of vector fields which areHolder continuous with 
exponent (Y one to one onto itself provided a: > 0 is small enough. We omit 
the standard-and somewhat tedious-details. 
d) Finally we turn to the question of structural stability of the mapping 
(6.1) in a neighborhood of the torus y  = 0. For example, the mapping (6.2) 
is transformed into (6.1) by the transformation 
x+x 
Y-Y +4x> 
where Z(X) was constructed above. More generally, we claim: If  r-2 is a mapping 
difering little in the C’ topology, from 12, the mapping (6.1), for 1 y 1 < 1 then 
there exists a homeomorphism w of a neighborhood /y 1 < 6 into T2 x R1 such 
that 
h”cw=woh (6.4) 
We sketch the essential points of the proof. Modifying h” outside a given 
neighborhood, say in 1 y  1 2 $, we may assume that R = h for 1 y  j 2 1. 
We now proceed with the method of Section 1 and just have to describe how 
w will be prescribed for / y  1 > 1. One may expect that one can prescribe w 
to be the identity mapping for 1 y  / 2 1. This is, however, generally not the 
case, since the invariant of manifolds l&‘+ (described at the end of the last 
section) need not agree for h” and h. They must be mapped into each other. 
For the mapping h this family of manifold is given by 
‘K = const 
where 
x = x,e+ + x-e- 
and e, , e- are the eigenvectors of A for the eigenvalues A, X-l respectively. 
The other family of manifolds l%- is given by 
X + = const, y  = const; 
it consists of a two parameter family of curves. 
We can, and will, require that for 1 y  1 > 1 the point 4 and its image point 
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w(p) lie on the same manifold W-. If  the coordinates of 4 are denoted by X, y  
and those of w(q) by u, v  then we require 
(u - x)+ = 0; v-y=0 for lyl>l. (6.5) 
We linearize the equations (6.4) with the boundary conditions (6.5) and 
proceed as before and find a unique solution of this pair of equations. This is 
due to the fact that the component u_ is uniquely determined by the equations 
(without any additional boundary condition) while for u+ , v  a boundary 
condition was provided. 
This unique solution w turns out to be a homeomorphism since its inverse 
w-l can be considered the solution of a similar pair of equations. This 
indication for the proof of the above statement may suffice. 
If  one wants to generalize this argument to the situation of the previous 
section one needs a family W- of manifolds, which-as a family-is invariant 
under h and on which h-t is contracting. In our example, such a family was 
given by .Y.+ = const, y  = const, but whether it exists in general remains 
an open question. 
APPENDIX 
For the convenience of the reader we describe proofs for Lemmas 1 
and 2, although they are quite elementary and straightforward. We 
refer back to local coordinates and map a neighborhood U, of a 
point p onto the disc 1 x / < 1 in the Euclidean space. Here x = (x1 ,..., x,) 
and 1 x 1 = (Ci=i xk2)1/2. 
1) Description of the exponential mapping. 
The metric form is written in the form 
ds” = c g”Z(x) dx, dx, 
k.1 
where gkz are Cm functions. The geodesics are solutions of the differential 
equations 
where the r:” are Cm functions. The solutions of these equations with 
prescribed initial values x(O), $(O) are denoted by 
x(t) = qt, x(O), k(0)). 
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On account of the form of the differential equation this solution is unchanged 
if t is replaced by st and a(O) by S-%(O), and we can write the solution in the 
form 
x(t) = @(x(O), t3i(O)). 
By the standard existence theorems for differential equations @(x, 6) is a 
Cm-vector function which is defined for sufficiently small 1 6 j and satisfies 
@(x, 0) = x, Q&x, 0) = I 
by our definition of @. Therefore we write @(x, [) in the form 
@(x, 5) = x + E +4(x, 5) (A.1) 
where 4 = $* = 0 for 5 = 0. 
The geometrical definition of the exponential-mapping corresponds to the 
analytic transformation which takes at x = 0 the tangent vector 5 into 
y = @(O, I). Clearly, y is a point on the geodesic through x = 0 in the 
direction E. To verify that y has the desired distance from x = 0 one makes 
use of the fact that the expression 
(k, k) = Cg”Q) 3i*& 
is independent of t along a geodesic, and therefore equal to (4, 5). The 
geodesic distance of y from 0 is equal to 
s 
l (k, *y/2 dt = (2, Liy’2 = (5, [)1’2, 
0 
where x = x(t) = @(O, t[). This shows that the geodesic distance is, in fact, 
equal to (t, e)l12. 
By (A.1) the mapping y = @(O, t) h as a Jacobian 1 at 5 = 0 anditherefore 
defines an invertible transformation for small 1 5 j. 
2) To study the expression 
we form the function 
exp w . exp v 
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which is defined for sufficiently small 1 x /, i E /, i 7 / . The point x = Y(x, ,$,q) 
is obtained by following the geodesic through x in the direction E to a point 
y  and from the pointy by following the geodesic in direction 17 the appropriate 
distance. This point z can also be reached from x by following a geodesic in the 
direction 5 for a distance (5, [)i,“, so that 
This equation defines implicitly 
By the implicit function theorem P(x, 5, 7) is uniquely defined for small 
1 [ 1, / 7 1 and in Cm. If one writes P in the form 
P(T !t, 7) = t + 7 + P(X, 51d, (A4 
it is clear that p vanishes for 5 = 0 and also for 7 = 0. Therefore 
lpEl <c,/rli; p(x, 0,?1) = P(X, ET 0) = 0 (A.31 
for sufficiently small 1 6 I, / 7 / with a constant c. The formula (A.2) expresses 
how much 5 differs from the linear mapping 5 + 7. 
3) If  we consider two vector fields 
6 --: z(x), 7) = W(X) 
we can express the vector field < = x(x) for which exp w o exp v  = exp z 
holds by 
where p has the same arguments as P. 
The quantity to be estimated in Lemma 1 is 
Sl(W, v) = 5 - v(x) - w(x) 
= w(@(x, U(X)) - w(x) + p. 
64.4) 
We remark that all quantities are defined if / v  I, j w / are restricted to be 
sufficiently small. To simplify the notation we introduce 
w(x) = w(@(x, v(x))); w’(x) = W(@(X, d(x))). 
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Denoting by / v  /a the maximum of 1 v  1 over / x 1 < 1 and by j v  II the 
maximum of 1 v  I + suplfl <I 1 ~$6 1 over / x j < 1 we find 
I OJ - w’ lo < I W II I @CT 44) - @(x, ~‘W)io 
< C2 / W 11 1 V - V’ io , 
and from (A.4): 
I ~~(3 ~9 - +, v’>lo G I w - w’ lo + max I ~6 I I v -- u' lo 
+ max IP? lo /w - ~'1~. 
Using (A.3) it follows that 
I %(W, u> - ~&4 qo G c3 I QJ - w’ lo + Cl I w lo I v -- v’ lo 
d (C3% + Cl) I w I1 I v - v’ lo Y 
which proves the desired estimate in one coordinate neighborhood, and hence 
over the manifold. 
To prove Lemma 2 we choose a point p and f(p) = p and take the 
coordinate system x = (x1 ,..., x,) and y  = (yi ;0.,y,) describing the 
neighborhood ofp and q respectively. Whether the coordinate neighborhoods 
overlap or not is irrelevant for the following. The diffeomorphismf gives rise 
to a vector function 
Y =f@) (A.5) 
which is in Cl and which we denote with the same letter. I f  v(y) represents the 
vector field under consideration andf-l( y) the inverse mapping to (A.5) then 
the mappingf-l exp v(f) is given by 
f-vu-(X)7 vu (4))). 
Here @(y, 7) represents again the exponential mapping. To deduce our 
estimate we consider two (sufficiently small) vectors 7, 7’ and form 
f-WY, 7)) -f-WY, rl’)) = J(T - 7’) (-4.6) 
where 
J = F(Y”) Q&Y, rl*) 
and F(y) is the Jacobian off-i(y) and y*, q* appropriate mean values. We 
estimate J by 
I J -F(Y)1 < l(F(y*) -F(Y)) @q(Y, T*)I 
+ I F(YPV(Y> ?I*) - @,(Y, 011 
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using @,(y, 0) = I. Assuming now that 
i / -F(Y): < 44 
where O(E) tends to 0 with E + 0. Here we used the continuity of F(y). This 
estimate holds uniformly in some neighborhood of y  = y(q), the point 
corresponding to q, hence also fory = f(x) if x is restricted to a neighborhood 
of x = x(p). 
Combining this estimate with (A.6) we have 
If-WY, 71)) -f-WY, 7’)) -F(Ykl - 7’11 d o(c) I rl - 7’ I. 
I f  we insert y  = f(x), r) = V( f  (x)) and 7’ = v’( f  (x)) into this formula we 
obtain the desired estimate of Lemma 2. 
Of course, F(f (x)) n( f  (x)) correspond here to (df)-l TJ( f). This proves 
Lemma 2. 
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